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Abstract The performance of wireless sensor networks in the field has been shown 
to be both unreliable and unpredictable. One reason for this is that radio links be- 
tween pairs of nodes are often unstable, with significant variation in performance 
over both time and space. Timeout-based, streaming and ExOR protocols, which 
represent three mechanisms used in improving the reliability in data delivery, are 
analysed and areas of good and poor performance are identified for certain combina- 
tions of packet delivery probabilities on the communication links. A new autonomic 
communication framework (ACF) is proposed for sensor networks, which is able 
to adapt to changing environments. Experimental results show that our framework 
optimises performance under different environmental conditions for performance 
measures including link efficiency and energy consumption. 

1 Introduct ion 

The performance of sensor network protocols in the field has been shown to be both 
unreliable and unpredictable [4, 20, 19, 9], leading to low delivery rates and high 
delivery costs [10]. The main reason for this problem is that sensor nodes use low- 
power short-range radio links to communicate with each other. The characteristics 
of this kind of radio links are significant variation and asymmetry over both time 
and space [24, 6, 19], which can cause long periods of poor to no connectivity. 

Autonomic systems are those with the ability to self-configure to suit varying 
and unpredictable conditions, that can monitor themselves constantly for optimal 
functioning, that are able to find alternate ways to function when they encounter 
problems, and that are able to adapt to varying environments. The goal of our work 
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is to develop autonomic sensor networks. Although researchers have proposed many 
protocols to improve the data delivery reliability in wireless sensor networks [2, 3, 
8, 18, 21], no one alone can really adapt to changeable environmental conditions. 
For autonomy, different data delivery strategies are required for different radio link 
conditions. 

The technologies used to guarantee reliable data delivery using single path 
usually are retransmissions, which include retransmissions based on positive ac- 
knowledgements and retransmissions based on negative acknowledgements. Multi- 
ple paths delivery is another mechanism used for providing reliable data delivery 
over wireless links. 

In this paper, we choose three protocols: timeout-based protocol [10], streaming 
protocol [3] and ExOR protocol [2], which represent the above three technologies 
respectively. In choosing optimal protocol, we need to consider memory cost (buffer 
size), latency to successfully deliver a packet and energy expended per packet deliv- 
ered. For space, we only analyse the energy consumption of these three protocols in 
different environments in this paper. Our results help to identify situations in which 
we should use each of these protocols to optimise reliability in wireless sensor net- 
works. We find streaming performs better than ExOR when forward link quality is 
good (above 0.5); while ExOR performs better when forward link quality is from 
medium to low (below 0.5). 

Based on analysis results, we propose an autonomic communication framework 
(ACF) for sensor networks that can change its behaviour according to different en- 
vironments. ACF includes protocol library, monitor module, scheduler module and 
central control service. The central control service decides the protocol used in the 
running sensor network based on the gathered information from the monitor mod- 
ule, and controls the node behaviour by using scheduler module. Thus, the network 
can use different mechanisms under different situations so that the network perfor- 
mance can be improved. Experimental results show that our framework performs 
better than ExOR in terms of link efficiency and energy consumption. 

We focus on sensor networks that require reliable transmission of batches of data, 
for example data gathered by periodic monitoring, for which delivery delays can be 
tolerated. In this paper we focus on single hop communication, for example between 
nodes and cluster heads. Many sensor network applications, such as environmental 
monitoring, satisfy these criteria. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the per- 
formance of the timeout-based protocol, streaming protocol and ExOR protocol in 
different environmental conditions. In Section 3 we propose an autonomic commu- 
nication framework (ACF) for sensor networks based on the analysis from Section 
2. The experiment setup and results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes 
related work. Section 6 concludes this paper and outlines our future work. 
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In this section, we briefly introduce three reliable protocols: timeout-based protocol, 
streaming protocol and ExOR protocol, then point out limitations of these three 
protocols in terms of energy consumption. 

2.1 Protocol Overview 

In the timeout-based protocol [10], the source node relies on a timer to control re- 
transmissions. The source sends one packet at a time and sets a timer. If the source 
receives an acknowledgement from the destination, the next packet can be transmit- 
ted. Otherwise, the source retransmits the packet one or more times when the timer 
expires, up to some limit or an acknowledgement is received, before the packet is 
declared lost. 

In streaming [3], the source node sends packets in sequence. The destination 
replies with a Retransmission Request Packet (RRP) if it finds a sequence gap in 
the received packets. Streaming is more efficient than the timeout-based protocol 
since the destination only sends a negative acknowledgement (NACK) for every lost 
packet, instead of sending a positive acknowledgement for every received packet, 
which reduces the amount of transmissions. However, streaming still needs to wait 
a NACK for every transmitted packets. Thus, using aggregated NACKs or batch 
transmissions can improve the efficiency of streaming. The buffer size of streaming 
is unpredictable. When the link quality is getting worse, its buffer size should be 
increased in order to store all non-sequence packets. 

In ExOR [2], source sends a batch of packets to destination via a named mul- 
tihop path and those packets may be overheard by potential forwarder nodes. The 
destination replies with multiple copies of its acknowledgement. The forwarder then 
forwards packets which are received by itself but not by the destination. After that, 
the source retransmits remaining packets. This procedure is repeated until all pack- 
ets are received by the destination. ExOR is a multihop protocol in which source has 
global information about routes. In this paper we use ExOR as single link. ExOR 
is more suited to bad link quality environments than streaming because it uses mul- 
tiple paths to improve reception. However, when link quality is good, it consumes 
more energy because of its redundant paths. 

2.2 Energy Consumption Analysis 

In this section, we compare the performance of the timeout-based protocol, stream- 
ing protocol and ExOR protocol in terms of energy consumption. Formally, we de- 
fine link quality between two nodes in terms of the probability of successful packet 
delivery from one node to the other. For sensor nodes A and B, link quality, LQAs, 
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Fig. 2 Autonomic Communication 
Framework Architecture 

at a given time is denoted by a pair (p, q) giving the probability of  successful packet 
delivery from A to B and B to A respectively. Figure 1 shows nodes and links used 
for timeout (SD), streaming (SD) and ExOR (SDF). 

Energy Consumption is an important criteria to be considered in the design of  
sensor network protocols. It can be measured by average energy consumption per 
delivered packet (AEC for simplicity in the following) that depends on the time used 
for successfully delivering one packet from source to destination. 

Suppose each node uses the same energy. The following parameters are used for 
calculating AEC. 

�9 TxDi: the time used for node i to transmit or listen for a batch of  data packets; 
�9 TxAi: the time used for node i to transmit or listen for acknowledgement(s); 
�9 CN: the electrical current of  a node when its radio is on; 
�9 VN: the battery voltage of  a node; 
�9 N :  the number of  nodes participating in the protocol; 
�9 BS: the number of  data packets transmitted in one cycle. 

For each node, energy consumption is the energy (that is volts • amperes) times 
the time of  its radio turned on in order to deliver or listen for a packet. The total en- 
ergy consumption is the sum of the energy used by each participating node. There- 
fore, the AEC is the total energy consumption of  all participating nodes divided by 
the number of  data packets transmitted during this period: 

AEC = N • (CN • VN • (TxDi + TxAi) ) /BS (1) 

In the timeout protocol, both source and destination have the same radio on time. 
Suppose the batch size is one. The packet delivery success ratio for the source is 
pq because success means both data packet and acknowledgment are successfully 
received. Therefore, the source sends 1/pq times on average to know one packet has 
been successfully received. The average duration per packet is (TxDs + TxAD)/pq. 
The AEC of the timeout protocol is therefore: 

AECtimeou t = 2 • CN • VN • __1 (TxDs + TxAD) (2) 
Pq 

Using the same assumption as the timeout protocol, in streaming, the possibility 
of  packet loss is 1 - p  and the average number of  RRPs sent by the destination node 
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is 1/pq. The average number ofretransmissions for a lost packet sent by the source 
is (1 - p ) ~ q  x q = ~ - 1. The total transmission times (including retransmissions) 

is 1/p. Therefore, the A E C  is: 

1 
A E C s t r e a m i n g  = 2 x C N  x V N  x - ( T x D s  + TXAD) (3) 

P 

The A E C  of streaming is not related to backward link quality because lost packets 
are detected as long as the network runs long enough and the buffer is large enough 
to store all out of  order packets. However, its energy is still wasted by listening for 
a NACK even when none is transmitted. We also note that the cost of  streaming's 
energy use is high buffer requirement and high packet delivery latency when the link 
quality is low. The energy efficiency of  streaming could be improved by sending data 
packets in batches. Because of  the limited space, we do not give a detailed analysis 
in this paper. 

In ExOR, the A E C  depends on how many total transmissions are used by the 
source and forwarder to successfully transmit a batch of  packets to the destination. 
Here, we do not consider the backward link quality because the destination sends 
multiple copies of  acknowledgments (10 in [2]) in order to make sure source or 
forwarder is able to receive at least one. Three nodes, source, forwarder and desti- 
nation, are used in this single-hop network with radios turned on at all times. The 
average number of  transmission times, including retransmissions is ~ Sup- p+rs-prs" 
pose the data transmission time of the forwarder is the same as that of  the source, 
the estimated A E C  of the ExOR protocol is: 

A E C E x O R  = 3 x C N  x V N  • 
p + rs - p r s  

( T x D s +  TxDF + T X A D ) / B S  (4) 

The electrical current of  Fleck nodes [l 7],which are used in our implementation, 
is measured in terms of  different states. Table 1 from [1] shows that node uses most 
of  its energy when its radio is on. In its low power mode, the energy consumption is 
negligible, which supports our A E C  estimation. 

Table 1 Power Usage Table for Fleck Nodes [1] 

Mode Current (mA) 

Low Power 0.4 
Sensing Only 14.0 
Radio Only 35.8 

In order to get a clear view of the energy consumption for three protocols, we 
graph Equation (2), (3) and (4) based on parameters in Table 2. Since ExOR sends 
l0 copies of  the acknowledgement, the TxAD for ExOR is 10 times as that for the 
timeout and streaming protocol. 
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Fig. 3 Distribution of AEC (Joule): (a) Timeout; (b) Streaming; (c) ExOR. 

Table 2 Parameters Used for Calculating AEC 

YxD (ms) TxA (ms) CN (mA) VN (V) N BS 

Timeout 200 100 35.8 2.4 2 ! 
Streaming 200 100 35.8 2.4 2 ! 

ExOR 2000 1000 35.8 2.4 3 10 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of energy consumption of  three protocols mea- 
sured in units of  Joule. Comparing Figure 3(b) with Figure 3(c), we observe that 
the energy consumption of streaming is better than that of the ExOR protocol when 
its forward link quality is above 0.5. However, ExOR is better when forward link 
quality is below 0.5 even though it uses three nodes instead of two. The forwarder 
is indeed able to help increase the delivery speed without consuming much energy. 
The energy consumption of the timeout protocol is worst according to Figure 3(a), 
3(b) and 3(c), because it needs good quality of both forward and backward links in 
order to reduce the number of retransmissions. 

3 Autonomic Communication Framework for Sensor Networks 

Based on the above analysis, we observe that in order to adapt to varying envi- 
ronments, different mechanisms should be used under different situations. Only an 
autonomic network, which can alternate its behaviour, can really perform well in 
time varying environments. Therefore, we propose an autonomic communication 
framework (ACF), where nodes can dynamically change their behaviour according 
to current environmental conditions. 

The architecture of ACF contains four modules: protocol library, monitor, sched- 
uler and central control service, shown in Figure 2. The protocol library has pro- 
tocols which may be needed in different situations. The monitor module is used to 
monitor the change of the situation, which will result in the change of the protocol. 
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Node behaviour controlled by the scheduler module, includes sending, receiving, 
waking up and sleeping. All the information is passed to nodes by the central con- 
trol service module. We will specifically describe the function of these modules in 
the following. 

Protocol Library 
The protocol library contains implementations of protocols to be used under 

different environmental conditions. The protocol switching time is decided by the 
monitor module based on the protocol switching threshold. That threshold is de- 
fined by users before the start of the experiment. Our library implements versions 
of the streaming and ExOR protocols. When nodes use these protocols, they trans- 
mit batches of packets since this strategy increases transmission speed and reduces 
waiting time. Acknowledgements are aggregated in one packet for every batch. The 
number of the acknowledgements for both protocols is changed dynamically based 
on the current link quality. 

Monitor Module 
The monitor module is used to monitor current conditions, such as battery level, 

sensor temperature, link quality and solar power. In our experiments, we use link 
quality as the main metric to decide if the node's behaviour should be changed. 
We can use any existing link quality estimation method, such as ETX [7] or win- 
dow mean with EWMA [22]. In our implementation, we use a simple estimation 
method in order to reduce the complexity of the implementation and avoid using 
much memory and calculation energy. Each node estimates link quality by counting 
packets received from neighbours during a fixed time window. 

Scheduler Module 
This high-level scheduler is used to decide upon the node behaviour, such as 

transmitting, receiving, listening, waking up and sleeping for every node in the net- 
work. It can be used to schedule communication over multiple links. Every node 
has its own time slot to transmit and receive packets. We have implemented a sim- 
ple fixed schedule. The schedule frame of each node is built as follows. Each node 
is assigned a transmitting slot by the base station and listens to the traffic from its 
neighbours during other slots. Then the node marks the specific slot as listening 
for one of its neighbours when it hears traffic from that neighbour during that slot. 
Transmitting and listening slots have the same length. In our implementation, each 
node has a 5-second time slot in the schedule frame to transmit a batch of packets, 
and uses the other two slots for listening or sleeping. 

Synchronization is also controlled by the scheduler module. We integrate a light- 
weight synchronization scheme in which data packets carry a time stamp and chil- 
dren update their times to match their parents [ 14]. 

Central Control Service 
The central control service receives information from the monitor module and 

decides which protocol should be chosen from the protocol library based on the 
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predefined protocol switching threshold. A threshold indicator is integrated in the 
data packets. The scheduler module uses the threshold indicator to control node 
behaviour. In our implementation, based on the previous analysis, when the link 
quality is below 0.5, the ExOR protocol is chosen, otherwise streaming is selected. 
When using ExOR, the central control service also passes information to scheduler 
that one more node should be woken up during the source transmission slot. 

4 Results 

4.1 E x p e r i m e n t  Se t  Up 

We implemented our autonomic communication framework ACF and ExOR using 
TinyOS/nesC [15] with TinyOS Blocking Library [13]. We evaluated their perfor- 
mance in a single hop network using CSIRO Fleck motes [17]. 

Our experiments used a source, a destination and a helper node, with a fourth 
node with high gain antenna as the base station. The base station was connected to 
a personal computer and the three nodes were placed in two different rooms, with 
the destination in a separate room from the source and the helper. We put nodes in 
different angles in order to get different link qualities. 

The schedule slot was 5 seconds and the size of the schedule frame was 3. The 
monitor module performed every 30 minutes to calculate link quality between the 
source and the destination. The batch size was 10. The protocol switching threshold 
was 0.5 based on bidirectional link quality according to the above three protocol 
analysis. The destination node sent 2 copies of acknowledgements when link quality 
was above the threshold, otherwise it sent 6 copies. The base station recorded all 
packets it heard from the three nodes. 

In our experiments, the length of the data packet was the same as the length of 
the acknowledgement packet (33 bytes), although in practice the length of the ac- 
knowledgement could be much shorter. The smaller acknowledgements only affect 
the best performance of the network, but do not affect the trend of the performance 
over varying link quality. 

We repeated each experiment at least 3 times in different days in order to enlarge 
the range of link quality. Two experiments ran total 46.5 hours together. In order to 
get fair comparison, data chosen in Table 3 was the average from data that had the 
first two same decimal digits. The forwarder was in the middle of the source and the 
destination and so its link quality to these two nodes were good enough to fit for our 
purpose. The experimental results are with 95% confidence interval. 
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Link Protocol L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 LI0 LII LI2 

SD ACF 0.241 0.314 0.375 0.408 0.505 0,666 0,752 0,762 0.778 0.803 0.823 0.892 
ExOR 0.242 0.312 0.378 0.416 0.507 0.669 0.755 0.761 0.779 0.808 0.826 0.890 

DS ACF 0.659 0.758 0.747 0.751 0.785 0.867 0.895 0,702 0.878 0.899 0.983 0.952 
ExOR 0.350 0.769 0.859 0,575 0.933 0.960 0.796 0.998 0,801 0,912 0.913 0.828 

'zt- i i 

Fig. 4 Link Efficiency: ACF and 
ExOR 

i i , , 

Fig. 5 Energy Consumption: ACF 
and ExOR 

4.2 Exper imenta l  Results 

In this section, we analyse the performance of  our framework ACF from two as- 
pects: link efficiency and energy consumption. 

The x-axis of  Figure 4 and 5 corresponds to categories in Table 3. From Figure 
4 we observe that the link efficiency of ACF is better than that of  ExOR, especially 
when link quality is above 0.5. It improves the link efficiency than ExOR up to 
119%. The main reason is that it changed its behaviour by using 2 nodes instead 
of  3 nodes in the ExOR protocol when the bidirectional link quality between the 
source and the destination is above the predefined threshold. Another reason is that 
the number  of  acknowledgements used in our framework is dynamically changed to 
adapt to its environment, which decreases the total number of  packets transmitted in 
the network. 

We also compared the energy consumption of  ACF with ExOR shown in Figure 
5. It shows that ACF performs better than ExOR when link quality is above the 
threshold and has almost the same performance as the ExOR when link quality is 
below the threshold. We also notice that the energy consumption of our framework 
is worse than that of  ExOR when link quality is around the threshold in Figure 5. 
That may be because of  the bias of the estimated link quality or because the current 
threshold may not be optimal. However, the overall performance of  our framework 
is still better than that of  ExOR. 
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Based on the above analysis, our autonomic communication framework ACF 
has the optimal overall performance based on the analysis of its link efficiency and 
energy consumption. 

5 Related Work 

Reliable delivery is one of important issues in wireless sensor networks explored 
by researchers. Retransmission is a major mechanism used to provide reliable de- 
livery in sensor networks. PSFQ [21] and RMST [18] employ a hop-by-hop neg- 
ative acknowledgement (NACK) mechanism either at the link or transport layer to 
increase network reliability. In PSFQ, the user broadcasts data segments with se- 
quence numbers to its neighbors periodically. The receiver relays these segments to 
its neighbours if there is no sequence gap in received segments. Otherwise, it re- 
quests immediate retransmission of the missing segments using a NACK message. 
RMST improves on PSFQ by using MAC layer retransmission instead of only re- 
lying on explicit NACKs from the transport layer to recover lost packets. However, 
both of them route data along a single path and so are vulnerable to low link quality 
anywhere in that path. 

Multiple path delivery protocols improve on the reliability of single path pro- 
tocols. RelnForM [8] provids reliable data delivery to adapt to the channel error 
rate by using multiple copies of the same packet delivered through multiple edge- 
disjoint paths from source to sink. Nodes themselves decide their forwarding direc- 
tions without explicit paths. However, the ReInForm's requirement of the existence 
of multiple edge-disjoint paths in connected unit disk graphs of uniform density is 
unrealistic in the real world. The main idea of GRAB [23] is that a packet is for- 
warded through interleaved multiple paths from source to sink. The number of paths 
is determined by the required reliability, which is used to control the degree of path 
redundancy. Because of multiple paths are created on the fly, all nodes in GRAB 
have to listen to packets from their neighbours, this increases the overall energy use. 

Several self-healing approaches exist for ad hoe and sensor networks, such as 
CATS [16] and the autonomic routing framework (ARF)[12]. CATS is a cross-layer 
approach to help routing protocol maintain network reliability. It uses a Manage- 
ment Plane to gather information in order to identify and react to network failure. 
However, the amount of information from each of the seven layers of the OSI Ref- 
erence Model generates too much traffic for a sensor network setting. The ARF 
aims to improve the adaptivity of routing services in sensor networks by adapting 
to the application and network dynamics. The aim of ARF is different from ours. 
ARF maintains some feature functions that are decoupled from the routing service. 
Feature functions have a set of parameters to tune to fit application and network 
changes. ARF uses its monitor module to collect state information and make adap- 
tation decision. However, ARF is implemented on a Linux PC and its total code size 
is around 180KB, and so it is not suited to memory constrained sensor nodes. Our 
Fleck nodes only have 128KB programmable flash memory. 
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ASCENT [5] is a topology-adaptive protocol, which uses redundancy to extend 
network lifetime. A minimum set of nodes is selected to establish a routing back- 
bone. In ASCENT, each node assesses its connectivity and adapts its participation in 
the multihop network topology based on the measured operating region. ASCENT is 
neither a routing nor data dissemination protocol. It only decides upon the network 
topology. Gu et al. proposed a dynamic switch-based forwarding protocol (DSF) 
[ 11 ] that reduces end-to-end latency over unreliable links. DSF uses multiple poten- 
tial forwarding nodes at each hop that in turn receive packets from the source. This 
strategy overcomes unreliable links and reduces transmission delay. Although DSF 
also uses extra nodes for forwarding, its aim minimising latency is different from 
our aim minimising energy use. 

6 Conclusion 

Reliable energy efficient data delivery is an important function of  wireless sensor 
networks, particulary in harsh environments. Our goal is to build a reliable, adaptive 
data delivery approach which maximises the field life of  environmental monitoring 
sensor networks. 

We analysed the performance of  existing reliable protocols: timeout-based proto- 
col, streaming protocol and ExOR protocol in order to find out if  current technolo- 
gies used for improving the reliable data delivery alone can really adapt to varying 
environments. Analysis of  energy consumption shows that none of  these protocols 
is able to optimise its performance by adapting completely to varying environments. 

In this paper, we present an autonomic communication framework (ACF) for 
sensor networks that is able to optimise its performance for time-varying links. ACF 
uses different mechanisms based on the different environmental conditions in order 
to achieve an optimal performance. We implemented this framework and ExOR on 
CSIRO Flecks to test their real world performance. Experimental results show that 
the overall performance of  our framework is better than that of  ExOR. In the future, 
this framework will be extended for multi-tier networks and tested in the field at 
different sensor network scales. 
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